Technology aids in Alzheimer's care

Today, more than 5 million Americans are living with Alzheimer's disease and related dementias. Kristine Williams, Ph.D., RN, wants these individuals to get the best care possible — and she believes that starts with helping the more than 15 million family members providing care for their loved ones with dementia at home.
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CAMPUS NEWS

KU names search committee for engineering dean

University of Kansas Provost Jeff Vitter has announced the search advisory committee to find a new dean for the School of Engineering. Stuart Bell, dean of engineering since 2002, will step down in July to become the executive vice chancellor and provost at Louisiana State University.
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Yarn explosion at Spencer

A squadron of snuggly snails currently occupies a bench near the Spencer Museum of Art's front entrance. While "snuggly" and "snails" may seem contradictory terms, in this case they’re not—these snails are of the subgenus Helix soft and crocheted. And they fit right in with the colorful yarn flowers currently blooming in the Museum's central greenspace.
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TODAY'S EVENTS

PUBLIC EVENT

Craftsy Meet-up
Thursday, June 28
5:30pm
Spencer Museum of Art
View all events

TWITTER

@kunews  #KU student farm has 50 plots of land for students to grow their own garden vegetables. http://ow.ly/bQFF0
View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

KU BASKETBALL

With NBA draft in sight, Kansas Athletics highlights careers of Robinson, Taylor
More: photos | videos
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